Core Courses
Unless noted (*), each counts toward both the major and Certificate

- PJS 001 Intro to Peace and Justice Studies (Joseph)
- PJS 099 Internship in Social Change Organizations (Bryan)
- PJS/SOC 120 Sociology of War and Peace (Joseph)
- PJS/SOC 135 Social Movements (Williams)
- PJS 150 Special Topics: After Violence Seminar (*) (Shaw)
- PJS/ED 164 Education for Peace and Justice (*) (Donahue-Keegan)
- PS 61 Introduction to International Relations (*) (Eichenberg)
- UEP 230 Negotiation, Mediation and Conflict Resolution (*) (Burdick)

Electives
PJS does not set a fixed group of electives but encourages, through close consultation with an advisor, the development of a course sequence that embodies a theme and builds toward a significant senior project. Three are required for the major, four for the Certificate. A partial listing and suggested themes follow.

Conflict and Violence
- AMER 180 Seminar: War & American Values (Takahayoshi)
- HIST 33 Britain and British Empire (Malchow)
- PS 160 Force, Strategy, and Arms Control (Taliaferro)

Gender/Sexuality
- ENG 155 American Women Writers (Sharpe)
- PHL 048 Feminist Philosophy (Bauer)
- WS 073 Introduction to Queer Studies (Burtner)

Race
- AMER 12 Race in America (Wu)
- HIST 93 Black Power (Joseph)
- SOC 110 Racial and Ethic Minorities (Aymer)

Citizen Action
- HIST 116 Martin Luther: The Man and His Era (Brown)
- PHL 197 Ethics, Law and Society (McPherson)
- UEP 100 Leadership and Citizenship (Hollister)

Environment
- EC 030 Environmental Economics (Gnedenko)
- PS 194 Politics of Environment in the US (Portney)
- UEP 278 Environmental Justice, Security & Sustainability (Loh)

Economic/Community Development
- AMER 141 Innovative Nonprofits: Nurturing Social and Civic Good (Wilson)
- SOC 113 Urban Sociology (Centner)
- HIST 170 Development as History (Ekbladh)

For More Information, Visit http://pjs.tufts.edu/ or call x72261